We reported recently that laser oblique scanning optical microscopy (LOSOM) is able to obtain a relief image in transparent sample directly. To optimize the performance of LOSOM, the parameters such as numerical aperture, the distance between the specimen and the fluorescent medium and the pinhole size are investigated in this work. A beam blocker is introduced in light path which enhances dramatically the visualization of local phase difference.
INTRODUCTION
Due to its non-invasive and 3-D optical sectioning capability, confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) has been widely applied in both biological research and clinical diagnosis in the last few decades. As an important parameter, optical phase can provide additional structural information of the transparent specimen. The request of obvserving optical phase has driven a variety of phase sensing microscopy available, such as phase contrast (PhC) [1] [2] [3] microscopy and differential interference contrast (DIC) microscopy [4] [5] [6] . Both of these techniques rely on the fact that the incident light pass through a transparent specimen with different optical length, which leads to a local phase-modulated intensity.
Previously, we have presented a novel phase sensitive imaging technique named laser oblique scanning optical microscope (LOSOM), which is based on a CLSM with the introduction of a fluorescent medium [7] . Through this novel method, both confocal fluorescent image and a similar 3D phase-relief LOSOM image can be acquired simultaneously.
In this paper, we further demonstrated the advantages and features of LOSOM microscopy, such as its capability of working with different confocal parameters (for example, the different numerical aperture (NA) pinhole size, and the signal intensity with different distance of the specimen from the fluorescent medium. We further demonstrate that in LOSOM, the parameters can be optimized to enhance the performance of imaging specimen with 3-D phase relief effect.
The presented work could dramatically enhance the application of LOSOM phase-relief imaging technique in a variety of biological application [4, [8] [9] . 
Parameters of confocal system setup for LOSOM phase-relief imaging

Numerical aperture
As an important parameter of LOSOM, numerical aperture (NA) was related to the imaging quality directly. Previously, we have demonstrated that LOSOM is compatible with at least NA<0.5, to evaluate the influence of the imaging result with different NA, the varied objective lens were used for comparison and the results were showed in fig.2 . objective has been successfully demonstrated. As we know, the resolution of the confocal system can be expressed as:
where λ denotes the wavelength of laser and NA, the numerical aperture of the objective lens. With this expression, the higher the NA of the objective, the better of the resolution can achieve. Our experimental results demonstrated well accordance with this. 
Distance between the specimen and the fluorescent medium
The distance between the specimen and fluorescent medium has been set to 1.2mm, which is the thickness of the slide glass. The principle of LOSOM reveals that the distance between the sample and the fluorescent medium well largely affect the signal intensity detected. (Fig. 3(b) ). Therefore, decreasing d can increase the signal level for LOSOM phase-relief imaging. To study this effect quantitatively, we have designed a special piece of glass slide, which is composed of multiple hollow coverglasses, each with thickness of 0.17mm. The imaged result and the curve of selected area intensity verse different d was showed in fig.4 . Due to our hypothesis, the intensity was inverse of square of d, and the relationship of the intensity and d was plotted in fig.4 (b) , from which, the multinomial fitting used here was expressed as
Where a,b and c were the coefficient fitted. From the fitted result, we get a=1209, b=-2.257 and c =56.98, which were according with the hypothesis. 
Pinhole size
Like confocal microscopy, LOSOM used a pinhole to prevent fluorescence out of focus and enhancement of the contrast of image. The pinhole size also was a determining factor of LOSOM and limitation of the signal to noise ratio (SNR) of the final result. A 5AU pinhole has been used previously. In order to demonstrate that the LOSOM phase relief image was not a result of large pinhole, we have tested pinhole size of 1AU, and 5AU respectively. Fig5 illustrated the result with different AU, as could be seen from the figure that, the fringe of the tissue was modulated only by the oblique angle, and had no effect on the pinhole size. a b 
Obstruction
In a typical wide-field microscopy, according to the mutual coherence transport equation [10] ,
Light intensity at detector can be derived as:
That means Ke and Ko serve as filters for real and image parts of transmission rate respectively. Numerical calculations indicate whether there is a blocker in light path, making local phase differences reflected in image intensity. As it could be seen clearly in fig.6 that with part of the light obstructed, the phase relief effect was more obvious and information was more visualized. The red circle regions representing the different of the two results. As can be seen, although the intensity of image area is decreased with obstruction, the 3-D relief effect became more obvious, and more details of the tissue were revealed.
CONCLUSION
Based on confocal laser scanning microscopy, by introducing an addition fluorescence medium, the LOSOM system was achieved and 3-D phase relief image was realized, which provided a novel imaging method with phase sensitivity. In order to optimize the performance of LOSOM, parameters such as numerical aperture, the distance between the specimen and the fluorescent medium and the pinhole size were investigated. With theoretical analysis, the numerical calculations indicated that the presence of an obstructor in light pathcan enhance the local phase-relief result.
